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There at last! Yesterday morning, at the last main meeting of the summer, we
thanked God for all He has given - with a Christian prayer in German, a verse
from the Koran in Arabic, explained in French, and a Sanskrit, Hindu prayer.
Last night, the weary harvest labourers celebrated with a Swiss tribal meal - a
fondue - and rewards for those many from beyond our boundaries and far away who
have carried so much through all the conferences. We think too with gratitude
of all the thoughts and prayers and financial generosity that have carried us
from afar.

The editorial teams of 'Changer' and 'Caux Information' are setting to the
unenviable task of summarizing and filtering on paper this deluge of human
experience, and Mike Brown is crafting a lead story for 'For A Change'. Others
now bravely head for Dingy-en - Vuache, near Geneva, but in France, for the next
world consultation, and further heartsearching and mental exertions on Caux and
its long-term use. Yet others set to work closing and cleaning, tidying,
collecting and sorting lost property...

It is amazing the way that Eastern and Central Europe has been present right
through the summer. The accompanying press story talks of 350 from these
countries, but Lotty Wolvekamp reckons that the true figure, including all those
from these countries who came from elsewhere, was over 400. This last week,
we have had a good group of Czechs. One lady in the group recognized herself in
the front row of a demonstrating crowd in Prague in a still shot in the new
Gandhi film! One morning, ten of them were on the platform, singing their
national anthem, and other national songs, and then presenting books and crystal
glassware 'to express our thankfulness'.

Numbers have dropped, below 300, then 200, and today below the 100 mark. The
dormitories have gone, and the bunk beds have been dismantled and returned by a
large and enthusiastic team (including a French Member of Parliament!). But
right up to the end there has been a very high quality of content. Dr Jamali, a
senior arab educator, and a former Prime Minister of Iraq, spoke another
morning. He had been condemned to death; 'Then my thoughts turned to Cod,' he
said, 'and now too they turn to my country and to Cod.' Moral Re-Armament is a
Christian movement, he said, but it is also Muslim, Hindu, and Buddhist. 'We
all share in it.' And he quoted ten verses from the Koran that expressed this
common ground.

At the last meeting yesterday, an Algerian lawyer spoke of the welcome he had
received here, and how it had helped him to open up. He had been imprisoned by
the French, and then again after independence for his political beliefs. A
Frenchman followed him, with a moving apology for the lack of understanding, the
pride that lay behind the French wrongs. We must understand, he said, the Great
Satan within us that is working for division between the Muslim and the
Christian worlds.

A young Chinese student from Taiwan shared his decision to stop watching videos
late into the night (with the excuse of learning English) so that he could have
an adequate time of quiet in the mornings. Eight South Africans gave a










